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**Dr Magda Nutsa Kobakhidze**
Assistant Professor in Comparative and International Education, Faculty of Education, The University of Hong Kong

Nutsa Kobakhidze's research interests include privatisation of education (focus on private tutoring), globalisation and education, social class aspirations of parents, and the politics and methodologies of large-scale international assessments – PISA, PIRLS, TIMSS. The geographical focus of her research comprises Georgia and former Soviet countries, East Asia (Hong Kong) and South East Asia (Cambodia and Myanmar/Burma).

**INVITATION**
**IRDE SEMINAR**

PhD journey and beyond: Strategies to write and publish academic papers

The workshop will introduce doctoral students to key strategies for publishing papers, with particular emphasis on criteria utilised in the evaluation of the quality of publications in the field of education. Participants will be invited to reflect on the following aspects of research publications: originality, authenticity and significance. The workshop will draw examples from papers published in different high-impact factor journals and provide hands-on activities to students to explore paper structures, writing styles and arguments. The workshop will also cover other aspects of publishing papers, such as journal selection, publishing procedures and communication with editors and reviewers.

By participating in the event, the participant gives permission to use photographs from the event to promote IRDE seminars. Please, register for the event at [https://forms.gle/4UpLnLNxcTeM3o9r5](https://forms.gle/4UpLnLNxcTeM3o9r5).